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“IS IT EVER RIGHT TO SEEK REVENGE?”
Rev. Scott W. Alexander, Preaching
Sunday, February 2, 2020
VIDEO BEFORE THE SERMON:
“The Psychology of Revenge”
Vanessa Van Edwards
From Science of People
https://www.scienceofpeople.com/the‐psychology‐of‐revenge/
[FROM TIME STAMP 0:00 TO 3:08]

THE SERMON
This morning…I want to address an ancient – but ever‐timeless – human issue…
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
Today’s Question:
Whether or not Is it ever “right” or “beneficial” for us human beings ‐‐ either individually or collectively ‐‐ to
seek “revenge” when we feel we have been harmed by the actions of others? [PICTURE AND CAPTION OF
IRANIAN MOBS PROMISING REVENGE AGAINST THE U.S. IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

Iranian mobs last month promising to seek “revenge” on America for the killing of General Qasen Soleimani
What got me thinking about this topic (which surely has MORAL, SOCIETAL and PERSONAL dimensions) was
the recent extensive news coverage of the delirious mobs in Iran, angrily promising (for several days in the
streets to Tehran early last month) to exact “revenge” (their precise word…look at the big red sign in this
picture) against the United States for the missile attack in Bagdad, Iraq that targeted (and killed) the lead
General of the Iranian army…Qasen Soleiman [KA‐SEM SOL‐LE‐MAN‐EE]. As I watched (on TV) the undulating
mobs seething in an absolute fever pitch of fury (including the protest in the city of Kerman where 50 people
were tragically trampled to death in the hysteria)…I wondered if the emotional human instinct to seek
revenge is one that ever ultimately serves us – either as individuals or in societies and groups? Over the
next 25 minutes or so, I’d like to explore this complicated topic – both on the MACRO level (of “society” or
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communities collectively seeking revenge)…and on the MICRO level (of us as individual persons personally
seeking revenge…which this morning’s “Video before the Sermon” addressed in part)…to see if we can
determine whether or not this is ever a good, just or helpful thing in human affairs. What I can tell you at the
outset is that there are a lot of “moving parts” with this issue: seeking revenge is complicated…and so simple
and sure answers here will be elusive!...so hang in here with me!
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
Revenge
[re‐venge]
noun
Revenge is an action of inflicting harm or damage on someone else in retaliation for harm or damage
inflicted on you.
Alright…Perhaps the best place to begin our exploration of this topic is by defining exactly what “revenge” is.
The clearest and most straightforward definition I could find on‐line is from the website YourDictionary:
[SCOTT READS DICTIONARY DEFINTION FROM CHANCEL SCREEN]
I think the key word in this definition (which I have underlined) is “retaliation”…revenge (whatever else it
might be) is always an act of “retaliation”…of “pay back”...of “punishment”…of “even‐ing the score” for harm
or damage (or injustice) that you believe someone else has perpetrated on you. Where does this idea come
from? Well, it goes at least back to: THE CODE OF HAMMURABI [HAM‐MUR‐A‐BI]
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
The Code of Hammurabi:
The ancient Babylonian code of law of Mesopotamia (dated to about 1754 BC) which is a collection of 282
rules of established standards, rules and punishments to meet the requirements of justice ‐‐ the most famous
of which is the standard of “an eye for an eye…and a tooth for a tooth”…otherwise known as ”The Law of
Retaliation”
The principle here that a person who has injured another is to be penalized to a similar degree…which is an
idea also found (in Jewish law) in the Old Testament books of Exodus and Leviticus. Here is the way this
justice code of “revenge” is articulated in the 24th Chapter of Leviticus:
[THE FOLLOWING QUOTE FROM LEVITICUS IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
24TH Chapter of Leviticus:
"Anyone who injures their neighbor is to be injured in the same manner: fracture for fracture, eye for eye,
tooth for tooth. The one who has inflicted the injury must suffer the same injury."
Now the interesting thing about this ancient justice standard of “an eye for an eye” (as primitive and brutal as
it sounds) is that it was apparently established (in those ancient times) as a just and measured way to
RESTRICT the injury returned to the original perpetrator!...and thus to PREVENT the interpersonal conflict
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from ESCALATING into an ever‐spiraling cycle of retribution, harm and violence. In other words, according to
this ancient justice code, if someone blinds you in one eye, you may only damage ONE eye in return…and not
blind the person altogether…thus avoiding ESCALATING the interpersonal conflict to ever‐more‐serious levels.
The idea here is that exacting only “proportional punishment” will give the one who has been wronged a
sense that (as one author puts it) “balance has been restored in the moral universe” thus (hopefully) putting
an end to the conflict…and restoring (at least on some level) social order and peace…and perhaps allowing
damaged relationships to repair themselves.
[PICTURE AND CAPTION IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

The bloody feud between the Hatfields and the McCoys lasted from 1863‐1891
The practical value of such “proportional retribution” can be understood by looking at how “vengeance” gets
completely out of control when violence escalates between folks who believe they each have each been
wronged. The perfect example of this is the case of “The Hatfield’s and the McCoys” – those two famous 18th
century American ”Hillbilly” families whose nearly‐30‐year long vengeful feud spiraled out of control, with
each side exacting ever‐increasing retribution…leading to the deaths (“tit for tat”) of more than a dozen
members of the two families.
[PICTURE OF TRUMP AND ROUHANI AND CAPTIONS GO UP ON CHANCEL SCREENS]

Donald Trump

Hassan Rouhani

Indeed this dynamic for the potential for uncontrollable and unintended “spiraling” of acts of revenge is
exactly the fear so many diplomatic and military leaders had concerning the recent “tit‐for‐tat” military
violence perpetrated by the Presidents of the United States and Iran over the death of the Iranian general.
Each leader (and nation) felt that they had “justice and right on their side,” and both felt they had the right to
exact “an eye for an eye…a tooth for a tooth.” Mercifully, for the people of both nations ‐‐ and the rest of the
world ‐‐ the exchange of acts of vengeance has apparently (at least for now) ended with both leaders having
taken just one, proportional, measured face‐saving action each. But it must be acknowledged that the
emotional desire for “vengeance” …for “payback” brought both nations to the brink of a war that could have
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had terribly costly human (and global) consequences. I think it is undeniable that nations (and groups of
people) seeking vengeance against one another often leads to disastrous consequences.
And this is one of the most important things to remember about vengeance in ANY human venue…it often has
unintended (and unfortunate) consequences. As Laura Maguire puts it in a recent article on “The Morality of
Revenge”:
In the real world, seeking payback can also lead to [terribly] unfortunate consequences. Road rage [with
drivers killing each other over perceived traffic slights] has become a serious problem in the U.S….and
“revenge porn,” a recent phenomenon in which bitter exes post private sexual photos of their former lovers
[has caused great harm and is now forcing states to pass laws against it].
So…I think it must be acknowledged that the understandable urge to “seek revenge” (when one feels one has
been wronged) often has terrible human consequences…both for the revenge‐seekers and the targets of the
“payback.” Revenge almost never leads to positive (or de‐escalating) human outcomes.
[PICTURE AND QUOTE OF GANDHI GO UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

Mahatma Gandhi: “An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind”
Perhaps this is a truth that Mahatma Gandhi grasped when he famously said, “An eye for an eye make the
whole world blind.”
[PICTURE AND QUOTE OF JESUS GOES UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

And this is also what Jesus was spiritually affirming when (in “The Sermon on the Mount”) he repudiated
revenge as it was sanctioned in the Hebrew scriptures…”You have heard [he told the crowd] that it was said,
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‘An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.’ But I say to you do not resist the one who is evil. But if any one
strikes you on the right cheek, turn to him the other also…
Now…it is important to note here that Jesus was NOT asking his followers to be some sort of “passive
doormats” and thus take un‐ending or unpunished abuse without fighting back or defending themselves. As
one Biblical scholar writes, in the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus:
Is not revoking the Old Testament decree of “an eye for an eye,” instead he is delegating the responsibility
[to the civil authorities] (to penalize criminals rightfully) [while proclaiming] the [moral] responsibility we all
have (in a personal context) to love our neighbors and our enemies. And there are many other quotes in the
bible – both in the Old and new Testaments ‐‐ which morally call us to avoid revenge. Listen to this passage
from the book of Romans:
[THE FOLLOWING QUOTE IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
Romans 12: 17‐21
Repay no one evil for evil, but give thought to do what is honorable in the sight of all. If possible, so far as it
depends on your, live peaceably with all. Beloved, never avenge yourselves, but leave it to the wrath of
God, for it is written, “Vengeance is mine, I will repay, says the Lord.” Do not be overcome by evil, but
overcome evil with good.
So “revenge” is often thought of – in religious circles any way – as being something unseemly we should avoid.
”To behave vengefully” (one author writes) “is, at best, to take the low road to justice.” But, as many wise
people have also written and observed, the DESIRE for revenge is a natural human reaction (remember this
morning’s video said we are psychologically hard‐wired for it)…and perhaps often‐justified to feel it when we
have been wronged. Listen again to the words of Laura Maguire, from her thoughtful reflection “The Morality
of Revenge” :
[PHOTO AND CAPTION OF LAURA MAGUIRE IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

Philosopher Laura Maguire

We’ve all experienced the desire for revenge, whether it be when some jerk cuts you off in traffic, or you
discover that your partner has been cheating on you. Wanting revenge when you have been wronged is a
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natural human response. The question is: whether this desire for payback is something we ought to ACT on.
[The question becomes]: is revenge ever the moral thing to do?
When we’re motivated to seek revenge [she goes on] it’s often out of a sense of fairness. If an injustice has
been committed, then the only way to restore balance in the moral universe is if the wrongdoers pay for
what they’ve done. Justice will not prevail until those who have caused suffering are made to suffer
themselves. This is the basic [moral] premise of every Clint Eastwood movie ever made. And it can be very
satisfying to see the bad guy finally get his comeuppances, though often settling the score seems to create
more victims than it avenges. In the movies at least, revenge escalates violence so what started out as a just
and honorable quest ends up in a bloodbath. It’s hard to see how that can restore balance in the moral
universe.
[and then Maguire goes on to point out the often destructively spiraling consequences of vengeance]
The desire for revenge is often motivated from spite, bitterness and an over‐bloated ego, and even when the
goal is honorable, and the cause just, revenge [nonetheless often just creates] more suffering and injustice in
the world. But does it follow from this that revenge is always a bad thing? Imagine someone commits a
heinous crime against someone you love. Wouldn’t you want that person to suffer, to pay for what they
did? Wouldn’t you want revenge? Surely that’s what the criminal justice system was created to provide –
payback. Otherwise why does the state punish wrongdoers? [There is no empirical evidence that support the
idea] that criminal punishment deters crime or rehabilitates criminals. Justice is not served until a
wrongdoer gets his due.
So…there is a philosophical case that can be made for vengeance to be understood as a valid vehicle of
justice. But another author,
[PICTURE AND CAPTION OF DR. LEON SELTZER IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]

Dr. Leon Seltzer
in an insightful article entitled “Don’t Confuse Revenge with Justice” points out that vengeance and justice are
not necessarily related to one another. He argues that whereas “revenge” is predominantly personal and
emotional…”justice” is primarily rational and dispassionate – and we would be wise not to confuse the two.
I quote him:
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Revenge is mostly about “acting out” (typically through violence) markedly negative emotions [like rage,
hatred and spite]. At its worst, it expresses a hot, overwhelming personal desire for bloodshed. As perverse
as it may seem, there’s actually pleasure experienced in causing others to suffer for the hurt they have
caused the avenger. The intense effort to [get revenge] can easily become corrupting, morally reducing the
avenger’s status to that of a perpetrator. Two wrongs do not make a right, and ethically speaking, never
can. Degrading another [by vengeful acts] only ends up further degrading oneself. Even if a KIND of justice
might be served through an act of revenge, to behave vengefully is, at best, to take the low road to justice.
And then Seltzer goes on to point out that JUSTICE ‐‐ regulated and meted out in society ‐‐ (unlike personal
VENGENCE) is primarily rational, impartial, impersonal, and a legitimate social and legal phenomenon that can
lead to closure and social order. Again his words:
Justice [meted out by a court or law] is impersonal. It revolved around moral correction in situations where
certain ethical and culturally vital principles have been violated. When justice is successfully meted out, the
particular retribution benefits or protects BOTH the individual and society – when can operate effectively
only when certain acceptable behavioral guidelines are followed. Whereas “revenge” has a way of
relentlessly repeating itself (as in interminable feuds such as the Hatfields and McCoys) [creating more and
more human misery]…”justice” dispassionately restores [moral] balance by bringing about equity…it centers
on proportion, as it equates to fairness. Not driven by emotion “justice” – meted out by a court or law ‐
seeks to be objective and evenhanded as possible [and thus can lead to closure and a return to social order
and peace.]
Now…I personally find Dr. Seltzer’s distinction that:
[THE FOLLOWING IS PROJECTED UP ON THE CHANCEL SCREENS]
Dr. Seltzer’s distinction:
VENGEANCE is personal, emotional, and irrational
whereas
JUSTICE is impersonal, rational, and measured
to be crucial as we ponder the question as to whether or not vengeance is ever beneficial to us personally (and
society as a whole).
Just this week, I was asked by the State’s attorney’s office here in Indian River County, asking me if I wanted to
attend court this week to make a “victim impact statement” to the judge before he sentenced the driver (who
knock me off my bicycle back (and mercifully only slightly injured me) back in December while under the
influence of drugs and then left the scene. What I said to the judge (and to the woman who was there in the
courtroom with us) is that while I had absolutely no emotional need to see her punished any further (she had
been in jail for some 50 days since the incident) I DID want her directed (by the court) to SUBSTANCE ABUSE
REHABILITATION – not only to save her own life from addiction, but also to make sure she did not (while
behind the wheel in the future) endanger the lives of other citizens as well. [SCOTT REPORTS THE ACTUAL
COURT OUTCOME HERE] I felt strongly that I did not need to add my personal feelings (of anger or revenge)
to the impassionate justice and direction she received from the justice system of Indian River County.
I guess the bottom line here – dear friends – is that I believe personal vengeance is almost never
beneficial…to anyone…even though (as this morning’s video reminded us) we all feel the desire for it rising
up in us when we are wronged.
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[PREVIOUS SLIDE COMES DOWN OFF CHANCEL SCREENS]
Let me speak a bit more personally to this issue for a moment. I will be the first to confess that a personal
(and emotional) desire for vengeance has occasionally “visited my heart” over my lifetime. Let me just share
one instance if I might. The details are not important, but a fair number of years ago, I was unjustly treated
(betrayed really) by a colleague whom I had long regarded as a friend. What he did to me (which was totally
unprovoked, dishonest and unfair) not only deeply hurt my feelings, it also damaged my career. Now…I have
long since personally recovered from the negative effects of this betrayal, but I will confess to you that for all
these subsequent years I have held on (with varying intensity) to a secret desire to someday exact some sort
of revenge upon him (or at least watch him suffer in some sort of similar way). I have day‐dreamed (more
than once) about him eventually getting “his comeuppance” for the harm he caused me…and at other times I
found myself just wishing him ill – hoping for a vague sort of “karmic payback.” Now, spiritually speaking, I
will tell you that I am grateful for the fact that I have never acted on this desire for vengeance against the
colleague…nor mercifully (do I believe) am I ever likely to…I have enough self‐control over my anger and hurt
to prevent that unwise spiritual and emotional choice. But, honestly, neither have I been able to entirely rid
my psyche (and soul) of the desire to someday see him suffer as I did. Against all my better instincts – and in
spite of my knowing that the desire to inflict vengeance primarily harms only myself, I have not been entirely
able to let this all go, and move on in my life…and I suspect have many of you have similarly been captive to
such lingering, vengeful emotions. And by the way, let me pause here and say, if any of you know a simple
technique that somehow banishes the desire for revenge from your heart, please let me know, because I still
struggle with how to move on when I have been wronged.
So…standing here this Sunday preaching to all of you about vengeance (and the perniciousness, destructive,
and unseemly role it can play in our lives and in the life of our society) I know (deep to my own heart) how
seductive and powerful the desire for personal (or national) vengeance can be. And I think it is important for
all of us to acknowledge that no matter how “spiritually‐developed” any one of us might be, I believe all
human being are capable of feeling (and acting on) the primitive desire to deliver vengeance to those who
have hurt or injure us.
And thus we arrive – finally – at what I think is perhaps the most important thing for us all to conclude about
“vengeance” – namely that it has its genesis (and is sustained and fed by) OUR LEAST ADMIRABLE (AND LEAST
CONSTRUCTIVE) HUMAN EMOTIONS. When we seek vengeance (after an instance of hurt or injury) it is
usually not because of our loyalty to and concern for lofty social notions of what is fair, noble or right…it is
rather because deep inside we are feeling rage, anger, hatred and the primitive urge to “get even” and strike
back. Last week, in my sermon on the complexities of “Human Nature” I observed that we human beings
(genetically‐evolved and culturally‐advanced as we perhaps are) are also animals “hardwired” with many
primitive and instinctual traits – including primal aggression, selfishness, xenophobia, tribalism, and self‐
preservation mechanisms like “fight or flight.” Like this morning’s video suggested, vengeance – the gut‐
driven desire to inflict injury back on those who we believe have injured us – comes out of a deep and
primitive place within us that is NOT (how can I say this?) not particularly constructive to (or useful in)
interpersonal or social relationships.
[PAUSE…]
And so…when all is said and done about vengeance, I believe ‐‐ like Jesus of Nazareth, and many other
spiritual leaders over the millennia ‐‐that If we human beings are ever to live together in relative peace, justice
and harmony…we must learn how to control (and delegate) our primordial inclination to vengeance. I believe
we must seek justice (and accountability and restitution) through the justice avenues of institutions and the
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law which will punish human wrong‐doing with calm, impartially and reason. The road leading us away from
acts of vengeance and retribution will not be an easy one for us human critters given our primitive
instincts…but it is the only path that will lead us to a more just and peaceful world…and more loving and
peaceable relationships with those with whom we share this blessing called life.

Amen.

